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1. ANNUAL REFORl' OF THE REGIONAL DIREC'roR oro THI!:. 'l'WENTY -FIRElT SESSION OF 
THE REGIONAL COMMITrEE: STATEMENTS AND REFORTS BY REPRESENTATIVES OF 
MEMBER STATES: Item 5 of the Agenda (Document EM/RC21/2) .( continued) 

Dr. IDRSHED (Iran) congratulated the officers of the Sub-Connnittee on 

their election and the States of Bahrain and Qatar on attaining independence. 

He also welcomed the representative of the new Member State, Oman, to the 

Sub-Connnittee, congratulated the Minister of Public Health of Yemen, 

Dr. El Aghbari, on his recent apPointment- and thanked the Government and 

people of Tunisia for their hospitality. 

In order to save time, he would not discuss in detail the various 

subjects dealt with in the Regional Director's excellent report, but merely 

indicate that on page 121 a minor statistical correction, which he would 

connnunicate to the Regional Office, '1as required concerning the malaria 

situation in Iran. 

He expressed his Government's appreciation of the establishment by WHO 

of a special account for cholera control and for the research activities 

being conducted. 

He would take advantage of the Director-General's presence to ask him to 

give emphasis in WHO's programme to the problem of drug addiction, which was 

becoming a real scourge in the Region and the world as a whole. An expert 

committee should be convened on the subject and a section to deal with the 

health aspects of drug addiction established in the Regional Office. 

With regard to health activities in Iran, now that the hospitals formerly 

run by the Ministry of Health had been handed over to the Universities and to the 

Red Lion..and Sun Society, theJlinistry was concentrating increasingl.:y"-'on_public 

health problems, the trend being towards extension of health insurance: some 

three million industrial workers and their families, together with a number 

of agricultural workers, vlere novi covered. 

In October 1971, Iran would be celebrating the 2 SOOth anniversary of 

King Cyrus the Great, founder of the Persian Empire, and as thousands of 

visitors were expected a number of health programmes ,",ore being undertaken. 
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A number of publications were also to be issued on health activities in 

Persia and on the part played by Persians in medicine throughout history. 

He had brought a few copies of one publication which he would ask the 

Secretariat to distribute. 

Iran was ready and willing to co-operate with other countries in the 

Region, particularly its neighbours, in solving their public health problems, 

and to make its training institutions available for \'/HO fellows. 

In conclusion, he thanked WHO, UNICEF, and other international 

organizations for their co-operation in Iran's public health programmes. 

Dr. IBRAHIM: (Iraq) associated himself with the congratulations 

addressed to the officers of the Sub-Committee and expressed his pleasure 

at seeing the Director-General in attendance at the session. 

The Regional Director's annual report reflected the outstanding success 

with which the health problems of the Region were being tackled. He ~nshed 

to thank all concerned, particularly those working in Iraq, for the part they 

were playing. He would not discuss the report in detail, as the 'Agenda 

for the session was a heavy one, but refer briefly to one problem, that of 

eduoation and' training, since no health programme could be successfully 

conducted without qualified personnel. it had been given emphasis in the 

five-year plan for health development in Iraq which had been drawn up with 

WHO assistance and whose implementation would shortly begin. The Plan 

provided for a large increase in the number of hospital beds and for training of 

a considerable number of doctors as well as of paramedical personnel to staff 

the 180 health units which ~lere to be established. 

Two things that every hUf'",n being needed ~lere security and health. 

Neither of those needs could be met in Palestine and the other occupied 

territories where destruction of houses with the expulsion of their 

inhabitants and other atrocious acts were continuing to be perpetrated in 

disregard of international conventions and of the resolutions repeatedly 

adopted by the World Health Assembly. He regretted that the matter had to 
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be brought up again, but he would urge the Sub-Connnittee to adopt a 

resolution calling upon Israel to put an immediate end to-the present 

intolerable situation, which constituted a threat to world health. 

In conclusion, he congratulated Bahrain and Qatar upon attaining their 

independence and welcomed Oman to membership of WHO. 

Dr. AL-DALY (People's Democratic Republic of Yemen), after congratulating 

the officers on their election, expressed appreciation of the Regional 

Director's report which dealt with the major problems of the Region in the 

health field, particularly education and training, preventive medicine and 

development of hospital facilities. 

Among the various projects in which WHO was helping his country, he 

would make special mention of the institute for health manpower development, 

which was also receiving assistance from UNICEF and UNDP and which had 

successfully initiated a large-scale programme for training auxiliary 

personnel, including nurses, assistant laboratory technicians, assistant 

pharmacists, midwives, and personnel to staff the rural health units. The 

institute had also played a major part in training staff for the programmes 

of vaccination -against smallpox, tuberculosis and cholera. Incidentally, 

there had been no cases of cholera in the country, thanks to the efficient pre

ventive measures taken. 

A number of countries in the Region had not yet been able to establish 

medical schools and he trusted that WHO would in future place greater 

emphasis on assisting them to do so as soon as possible. 

lh conclusion, he expressed his country's gratitude to all the agencies 

helping it to implement its three-year_economic development plan, thanked the 

Regional Director for all his efforts during the past year, expressed his 

gratification at the Director-General's presence in the meeting, and thanked 

the Government of Tunisia for enabling the Sub-Committee to meet in the 

beautiful town of Monastir. 
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Dr. EL AGHBARI (Yemen) congratulated the Chairman 'on his election and 

>dshed him every success. He also congratulated the Vice-Chairmen. He 

welcomed the new Member State, Oman, which he felt sure would make a valuable 

contribution to the Organization's work on behalf of mankind, a~d congratulated 

Bahrain and Qatar on their recently acquired independence. His delegation 

was grateful to Tunisia for the opportunity to meet in that country, and 

gratified that the Director-General had been able to attend. 

He had studied the Regional Director's annual report on WHO's efforts 

to raise he8.1thstandards in the Region, and was grateful to him and his staff 

for their efforts, particularly on behalf of young countries like Yemen. 

Everybody knew of the deplorable conditions that had existed in his country 

prior to the Revolution in 1962 and the difficulties which had had to be 

faced since then. The situation was now more stable and the Ministry of Public 

Health was embarking resolutely on programmes to eliminate communicable 

diseases and epidemics, but financial difficulties made it dependent on 

every possible assistance from international sources, particularly WHO 

and UNICEF. 

The first priority was the development of the basic health services, 

and for that an intensive programme for training of staff at local and 

national levels had been launched. Units had been established in various 

administrative divisions of the country to co-ordinate the joint activities 

of national and international teams, while at the national level an institute 

for co-ordination of planning had been set up. His Government was grateful 

to the international experts who had assisted in organizing those units. 

On the basis of a report by a WHO consultant, it was planned to implement 

Q programme for the eradication of tuberculosis in which the Organization's 

support would be welcome. It was also planned, again on the basis of a 

consultant's report, to launch a programme for the control of schistosomiasis. 

WHO's assistance had been received in establishing a statistical section in 

the Ministry of Public .Health. 
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Considerable assistance had been received from WHO in the form of 

fellowships and study grants, but since they had no medical school, they 

needed further fellowships for both under- and post-graduate studies. 

Plans were now being made to establish an institute for manpower development 

to train the auxiliary staff needed to compensate partially for the shortage 

of qualified doctors. 

Mr. de IDNNEOORSE (France), after congratulating the Chairman and Vice

Chairmen on their election, said that his Government appreciated the excellent 

quality of the work of the Regional Office. The Regional Director's comprehen

sive report would be extremel;7useful to it, enabling it to keep abreast of 

health developments in the Region. In that cormex1.on, he wished to state that 

the French authorities '1ere ready at all times to discuss and establish with 

interested countries any co-operative programme aiming at the improvement 

of health and living conditions. 

He asked the Chairman to convey to the Tunisian authorities his 

delegation's appreciation of the welcome received by the members of the 

Sub-Committee. 

Professor OMAR (Afghanistan) thanked the Sub-Committee for the honour 

done to his country and himself by his election as Vice-Chairman. He hoped 

that the discussions would be fruitful and beneficial for all mankind. It 

>las fortunate for the Sub-Committee that the Director-General >las able to 

attend its session. He wished to thank the Regional Director and his staff 

for the clarity and frankness of the annual report. 

Shortage of qualified health persormel >las still a major problem in 

the under-developed countries and his Government therefore agreed with the 

policy of devoting a large part of the Regional Office Budget to training 

activities of various kinds. In that cormex1.on, he noted from the report that 

the number of persons trained for >lork in malaria had been decreasing in 

recent years. Unfortunately, however, the disease >las still a big problem 

in the Region and in particular in his country, where after twenty-five 

years of continuous effort there had now been a recrudescence. Two years 
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"go, the control strategy had been ravie"ed in consultation m th WHO 

experts and a new plan prepared whose implementation had started at the 

beginning of 1971. The Government had agreed to a doubling of the anti

malaria budget since the revised programme "ould be more expensive to 

implement: for example, greater quantities of insecticide would be needed 

as the transmission season was longer and former consolidation zones were 

returning to the attack phase, anti-malaria drugs were required, new ~d 

more expensive insecticides Here needed to cope with resistance problems, 

etc. In all, a further one million dollars would be required, of which 

350·000 dollars would be provided by UNICEF. He wished to call WHO's 

attention to this serious threat to his country's health standards and pro

gress, and to ask that, if the number of malaria experts provided in 1972 

could not be increased, at least it should not be reduced. 

His country's smallpox eradication campaign was going well and was 

expected to be successfully completed by the end of 1971. With regard to 

cholera, much stress lQaS being laid on envirorunental sanitation and 

individual hYgiene. His Government was grateful to Iran and the USSR for 

providing drugs for cholera control. 

Two new developments were the opering of an institute of public health. 

and of the Avicenna Institute of Radiology to provide diagnostic and 

therapeutic services. A child health·unit, which was to be the country's 

main centre for paediatric and MCH care, would be opened in a month's time. 

He congratulated Oman on becoming a Member of WHO, and the States of 

Bahrain and Qatar on achieving independence. 

When the question of the nomination of the Regional Director came up 

for discussion, he trusted that the present efficient and dynamic incumbent, 

Dr. Taba, would be re-elected. 

He would take advantage of the Director-General's presence .in order to 

point out the delays which tended to occur in the despatch of WHO experts. 

Could some oil be put in the machinery? 
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Finally, he thanked the Government of Tunisia for its invitation and 

for the excellent facilities provided. 

1Ir. SHAKSY (Oman) thanked the representatives for their kind words of 

welcome to his country and expressed his Government's gratitude to all the 

Member States thet had facilitated its entry into WHO. He trusted that 

Oman would be able to contribute its full share to the activities of the 

Organization. 

His delegation was proud to be participating for the first time in an 

international conference as full Members, thus marking a break with Oman's 

long isolation from the international scene and the beginning of a new era 

in which it would join other nations in common efforts for the common good. 

m.s country had a large area with very poor communications and a 

sparse population which, until just over a year ago, had had practically 

no medical services. Lack of education and poor living conditions had 

created a good breeding ground for disease, which people had accepted as 

part of their lot, but the hope born of the new regime had created a 

preSSing demand for health services which the Government was fully determined 

to meet. Hence what normally took decades to build up had to be provided 

in a year or two. 

The Ministry of Health had accordingly embarked on aprogramme to 

provide 685 sdditional beds in twenty new hospitals and health centres and 

to open 17 new dispensaries. A department of public health was being set up 

to initiate and co-ordinate preventive measures. The programme called for 

administrative and technical skills and material means which were not all 

available in Oman, and he was therefore bringing the problem to the attention 

of WHO which he was confident would assist in meeting the challenge. 

His country looked forward to playing an active and growing role in -the 

Organization. 

Admiral ANSARI (Pakistan) congratulated the officers on their election 

and expressed appreciation of eVerything that was being done to make the 

representatives' stay in Tunisia agreeable. 
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In his excellent repOl't the Rego_onal Directc,r right.ly stressed that 

effective health planning rcq~'ired mod0rn u.dministrative methods and trained 

planners. The short COl}:"38S j n il"al th plc=ing being held:'., Iran and Egypt were 

very useful and he hoped they \.ould cor,tin:.:e for' s~m", time to come. 

With regard t.o bvilding up ,)f health ",tm;;>ower resoprces, there was no doubt 

that the production of fully_:un,lified doctors was &x'cremely expensive and that 

for a long time to come i t ~:.:!Uld ~,ot t" p0313ible to meet the need!'! of the Region, 

particularly as those needs ~':erc relative)! d8pending '·:11 the health consciousness 

of' the puplic ~ 6..'n...d. Vlould t:lcrefcre t6!::.d to expend further ~ His country was 

therefore planning to ests.blish institute" for the 'cra:!.ning of auxiliaries to 

share the doctors' 1'8s.YJonsibiJ.i tieG., L.~rd hoped t!1D.t \iJEC a:::sist~ce would be 

forthc oming in imp lementi,,"; the p:Cano 

He ~~~Ql'!.ld not dwell ull th~ p::..'oblel;:D of cumlrr~lnl(;.2b18 dis8:B.de control .. since 

under selJ:J..rate i terns aT the Ag<~::_:.,i8., 

each time \v7HO had provided ger...En"'c',.1S as.sist,<:...i.:'C8.!' f()~ l::1.ich he would_ like to 

thank the Director-Gen8ral; the RegioYlc"l Djrcctor <l:t0. the VJIiO Representative 

in 'Pakistan. 

In conclusion, he than}:.sd t.b.' Go"p=,c~"ern3nt s.nd p80ple of' Tunisia for 

their hospitality, 

Dr. IVIUK1:ITAR (Su.d~n), -::ftEr ccnc['atuJeting -~[).c off"ice:e;::; on'their election, 

expressed his regret at b2iEg 1.~':.!~b] 0 to atter.cl the irlti.-,;.gu.rnl meetifl..g. He 

also expr-essed his gr2.tificRi.-,~_Ot1 <-'l.-G the prG~c:;:}c3 o~ vrno'l D Director-General. 

TIle Regional Director j s (~leai'" 2jl.d com:prehC?:1Eive :'"'cport demonstrated 

the ability of the Regional C.c'flcc to r;r ovidc Memoe", States ~Ii th the services 

which they required. Tn;,:3 had, been 1,ari:;iTv.lat'ly evide-nt when the Organization IS 

assistance enabled his Govcrnll:cn-c tD contr-:>l th<} thr:::a:~ of cholera to lliis 

country. The help received from the ,c;istsT' Arab I:opublic of Egypt had also 

been invaluable in enabling the pop\llatio:1 -La b8 i.rdccinated 8.S Quickly as 
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possible. The presence of the WHO Representative in Sudan _s of great 

assistance in co-ordinating the activities of the Ministry of Health with 

those of WHO and UNICEF. 

His Government was also grateful for the assistance received from WHO 

in the preparation of a health plan which accorded particular prominence 

to the prevention and elimination of endemic diseases, notably malaria, 

smallpox and SChistosomiasis, and gave priority to the rural areas which 

had long been deprived of health services. Since children represented 

the country's hope for the future, programmes for raiSing their health 

standards, in particular by systematic vaccination, l1ere also prominently 

featured. In addition, plans for hospital building had been revised so as 

to give priority to the rural rather than the urban areas in future years. 

As the availability of trained staff was basic to the success of the plan, due 

consideration was being given to the training of paramedical and auxiliary 

personnel and in that connexion he wished to express appreciation of WHO's 

assistance. 

In conclusion, he congratulated Bahrain and Qatar on attaining indepen

dence and welcomed the new Member, Oman, whose partiCipation he was confident 

would actively contribute to health progress in the Region. 

The REGIONAL DIREGIOR, speaking on behalf of· his colleagues at the 

Regional Office and in the field, thanked representatives for their 

expressions of appreciation of WHO's work in the Region. The points made 

had been noted and they would be borne in mind in future planning and in 

revising the existing programme. He paid tribute to the work of the field 

staff, the results of which were most encouraging. 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative of TuniSia, reiterated his 

country's thanks to the Regional Director for the help received in mar;y 

fields. 

The DIRECTOR-G~ observed that two representatives had raised 

points calling for replies from him. The representative of Iran had emphasized 
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the gravity of the problem of drug dependence and callcd for the holding of 

an expert committee on the subject. An expert meeting scheduled for the 

current year had been postponed because of the serious financial crisis 

facing the Organization owing to changes in currency exchange rates, but a 

week ago it had been decided that it would nevertheless be convened in 1971-

He wished to assure the representative of Iran that the problem of drug 

dependence was a source of constant preoccupation at Headquarters and every 

effert ~las being made to devise more effective forms of action. 

In reply to the representative of Afghanistan, he would like to say 

that he would gladly put oil in the machinery for provision of expert 

assistance, but did not know vmere to apply it. Recruitment of experts 

meeting all the requirements for service at the international level wa"s 

very difficult and complex. One way in which governments themselves could 

help was by expediting clearance, since delays often resulted in the loss 

of excellent candidates vmo were unable to wait several months. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Sub-Committee to consider the draft resolution 

which had been circulated and ~lhich read: 

liThe Sub-Committee, 

Having reviewed the Annual Report of the Regional Director 

covering the period 1 July 1970 to 30 June 1971; 

Considering the essential role of health in the context of social 

and economic progress in the Region and the constraints placed on such 

progress by a high population growth; 

Emphasizing the need for increasing investment in training of 

health personnel, provision of health facilities and environmental 

health programmes in countries of the Region; 

Realizing the need to provide the greatest number of people 

with optimum health services by efficient utilization.ofl1m1ted 

resources; 

Noting the importance of good planning and management in the 

development of health services; 
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Appreciating the trend towards better planning and co-ordination 

of international development assistance at the country level, 

1. ENDORSES the need to redress any imbalance between national 

population growth rates and the rates of socio-economic development; 

to increase health manpower and technological resources; and to raise 

the standard of delivery of services in the field of health through 

improved epidemiological information and better planning, implementation 

and evaluation of health programmes; 

2. URGES Governments to accord a high priority to their requests to 

UNDP relating to health manpower development and to pre-investment 

stUdies in the field of environmental health; 

3. <XlMMENDS the Regional Director on his well-conSidered and 

comprehensive report." 

Dr. ANOUTI (Lebanon) proposed the addition to the draft resolution of 

a new operative paragraph 2 reading: 

"2. REQUESTS the Regional Director to strengthen facilities for 

training of qualified national personnel in the countries of the 

Region so that production of vaccine would meet the needs of all 

Member countries of Regional Sub-Committee A." 

Mr. HASSAN (Somalia) suggested, on a point of drafting, that it would 

be preferable to delete the words "of delivery" in the fourth line of 

operative paragraph 1. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there was no objection to the suggested 

deletion. 

Dr. ABDEL HADI (Libya), speaking on behalf of his own delegation and 

those of Egypt and Syria, proposed the addition of a further preambular 

paragraph reading: 

"Considering the adverse effects resulting from prevailing 

conditions in certain areas on health standards," 

and of a new operative paragraph 3 reading: 
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"3. CALLS ON the Regional DireDtor to emphasize +he adv.&IIse effects 

resulting f'rom unstable conditions in the Region in his annual report." 

Dr. ANOorI (Lebanon) made an observation which concerned only the 

Arabic text of' the resolution. 

The REGIONAL DIREaI'OR, referring to the amendment proposed by 

Dr. Anouti, said that thi s was an important propo sal with 1m ch he was in 

substantial agreement. However, it should be reworded slightly to read 

"Members of the Region", since tho Sub-Committe" itself did not have Member 

Stat0S. 

Commenting on Dr. Abdel Hadi's amendment. he pointed out that the 

report reflected the work of WHO and that it was not clear how the unstable 

situation affected health programmes. It certainly affected the health of' 

groups of people, such as refugees and displaced persons, .but the health 

programmes themselves were proceeding very satisfactorily despite the 

difficult situation. If he were requested to report on adverse effects 

on health programmes in the Region, he would not know how to set about 

this. There were certainly grave health effects for certain groups of' 

people. For example, the situation in Jordan in September 1970 and the 

situation in East Pakistan had caused the temporary withdrawal of' WHO staff, 

but they had quickly reSlll'lled their activities. He asked f'or guidance on 

the adverse effects that Dr. Abdel Hadi had in mind. 

Dr. AEDEL HADI (Libya) said he had referred at the previous meeting to 

some ~JHO projects that had been delayed because of unstable conditions in 

the Region. He wasnot trying to drag WHO into a political dispute, ·but 

simply seeking a report on the health situation in unsettled or occupied areas 

of Member States and on the ef'fects of these unsettled conditions on WHO 

projects. Health programmes in Libya and Egypt "rere indeed satisfactory, 

but the Sub-Committee was not concerned with conditions in individual 

countries; its task "laS to exchange views and to discuss the health problems 

of the Region as a whole. It was interested in areas where proJects were 
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being delayed and impeded. It should know, for example, how malaria and 

tUberculosis projects were faring in the Gaza strip or East Pakistan. 

He hoped that the Regional Director would give in his report a true and 

objective picture of health projects in unstable areas ,qith political or 

natural disturbances. 

Dr. BADAWI (Egypt) said that if conditions in certain areas were more 

stable, health projects would proceed more effectively. In Egypt foreign 

aggreSSion had delayed the implementation of the five-year health plan, 

because of the heavy expenditure required for military purposes. But for 

this the country's health infrastructure would already have been complete. 

Dr. RAMZI (Syria) said he supported the views of the delegates of Egypt 

and Libya. It was true that the implementation of projects was satisfactory 

in their countries, but ministers of health could only spend the funds 

allocated to them; but for the political situation they could be allocated 

far more funds and could establish more comprehensive health services. He 

proposed that the fourth paragraph of the preamble of the draft resolution 

should be reworded to stress the need for more resources for health services 

and the importance of raising the level of health programmes. The preamble 

should also be amended to stress the importance of family planning in the 

Region. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR thanked Dr. Abd.el Hadi for his explanation. He 

had no objection to the substance of the amendment, which was clearly not 

political since an unsettled situation could be due to natural conditions, 

~,ar, civil strife and other causes. However, it "as still difficult to 

report on the adverse effects of such situations, especially when they 

continued for many years. Dr. Bedawi had mentioned the diversion of 

budgetary resources for military purposes, but the same ,,,as true everywhere. 

It had been said that if one per cent of the world's military budget were 

devoted to health, this would solve most of the world's health problems. 

He would prefer to rephrase the amendment so that he would not be bound 

to report on the matter. To stress the adverse effects of unsettled 
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conditions would to some extent contradict the rest <:fhis Annual Report, 

since health programmes were progressing remarkably well despite these 

conditions. He suggested that the operative paragraph Should readl 

"3. REQUEBrS the Regional Director to bear in mind the unsettled 

situation and report as appropriate. It 

Dr. ASDEL HADI (Libya) said that the Sub-Committee would like to know 

how health programmes were proceeding in occupied areas and whether WHO was 

endeavouring to implement health projects through the occupying authorities. 

The Regional Director's report should include a section on health programmes 

in these areas, giving reasons for any delays or hindrances. 

The report should present objective information on the implementation 

of projects throughout the Region. On this basis a study could be made of 

material resources in the Region and some members might be able. to assist 

others. It was pOintless to proceed with the eradication of tuberculosis 

and malaria in some countries while .n'eighbour:l.ng countries still contained 

foci of these diseases. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR suggested that the amendment be included in the 

preamble, along the following. lines: 

''Noting with regret the Perllistence of the unsettled situation 

in the Region and its ~dverse effects on the health of certain 

population groups." 

Dr. ABDEL HADI .{Libya) pointed out that the present report already 

dealt with some effects of the unsettled situation, such as the deLay or the 

mal.aria eradication project and the training programmes in Jordan and the 

withdrawal of WHO personnel from that country. 

The Sub-Committee had already expressed its regret at the unsettled 

situation, and Should.now try to deal· with its causes, to detect the direct 

effects, and to extend a helping hand. He could not, therefore, accept 

the inclusion of the amendment in the preamble rather than as an operative 

paragraph. 
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Professor OMAR (Afghanistan) said that since basic health services were 

of cardinal importance in all countries, their extension meant the 

establishment of health infrastructure. In some countries the basic health 

services were integrated with public health services, and in others they 

were integrated with malaria programmes. Integration could also take other 

forms. A new operative paragraph should therefore be introduced, along 

the following lines: 

"STRESSES the importance of determining the best way of integrating 

the basic health services with other health services." 

This should precede the other operative paragraph. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR asked if Dr. Abdel Had! would accept the wording: 

"3. REQ,UESTS the Regional Director to continue to report as 

appropriate on adverse effects on health in unsettled areas." 

The Region had many disturbances, both political and natural in origin, 

that affected health, and it was already his practice to report their 

effects where relevant. 

Dr. ABDEL HADI (Libya) said that his main concern was that the 

Organization should know how WHO projects were proceeding in areas where~ 

conditions were unsettled, whatever the cause. The malaria project was 

being implemented in Jordan but the population of the occupied area could 

not be reached. It was important to know whether the project was being 

applied bv the occupying power and whether the populati0n was being deprived 

of any health serviOGs. 

Dr. BADAWI (Egypt) expressed agreement with Dr. Abdel Hadi. The 

annual report for 1970-1971 contained some information on adverse effects, 

and he wished this to be continued in the future. 

Dr. ABDEL HADI (Libya) said that references to such effeccs should be 

more explicit than in the 1970-1971 report. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR suggested that the Seoretariat should prepare 

a revised draft resolution containing an operative paragraph requesting the 
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Regional ru.!rec:tor to continue to report in as nruch detail as possible on 

the adverse effects on health of-unsettled conditions in the Region. 

It was so agreed. 

2. CXl-OPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES, STATEMENTS AND 
REroRTS BY REPRESENTATIVES AND OBSERVERS OF ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES; 
Item 6 of the Agenda 

Dr. ",HARIF, Director of Health Services of the United Nations Relief 

and ~Iork6 Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), speaking 

as Representative of the United Nations, greeted all the participants on 

behalf of the Secretary-General of thc United Nations. He said that 

remarkable progress had been made in the Region in the field of health, and 

that Member States and WHO could take pride in their achievements. In this 

age of technical progress new problems were constantly being created, while 

public health administrations were still struggling to deal effectively with 

the traditional problems of rural areas. WHO should forewarn Member States 

that timely action was needed to prevent these new dangers, such as environ

mental pollution, but the burden of protecting the population rested on the 

health authorities of each country. It was necessary to plan ahead, and 

state planners should take into account relevant local factors in order to 

achieve a balanced development. The training of public health administrators 

was an important step. Efforts to train health personnel needed to be 

intensified. Throughout the field of health, co-operation and co-ordination 

between WHO and other United Nations agencies was exemplary. 

Speaking as the representative of the United Nations Relief and Works 

Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA), Dr. Sharif said that UNRWA had been 

engaged for 21 years in providing essential relief for Palestine refugees, 

with technical assistance in health matters from WHO. It remained the 

responsibility of the international community to provide relief, health and 

education services for 1 470 000 refugees. 

The Agency's health programmes comprised both curative and preventive 

services, which were provided at 111 health ceritres. The curative services 
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included medical oonsultations and treatment, laboratory examinations, dental 

services and referrals to specialists. The demand for medical services had 

dropped slightly during the past year, but still remained high. The average 

number of hospital beds available had been 1 724, and the average occupancy 

1 246. The Agency maintained a central laboratory in the Gaza strip and 

eleven clinical laboratories in different areas. 

Vii th the exception of cholera in 1970, no quarantinable diseases had 

occurred in the populations under the Agency's care. All possible measures 

had been taken to prevent the reintroduction of Cholera. There had been a 

downward trend in other diseases, except for infectious hepatitis. 

Vaccinations were given routinely in childhood against tuberculosis, 

di phthori a , whooping cough, tetanus, poliomyelitis and smallpox. 

In maternal and child health thc Agency had continued to provide care 

for mothers and children at 81 clinics. Seventy-five per cent of deliveries 

took place in the home, with traditional mid.aves in attendance under nursing 

supervision. The Agency had 22 centres for dealing with the more serious 

cases of malnutrition. School health services were provided in 497 UNRWA/ 

UNESCO schools. Their activities in 1970 had included the introduction of 

iodide prophylaxis and therapy of goitre in the Damascus area, where the 

disease was highly prevalent. 

The health education programme was comprehensive, and integrated with 

all aspects of the Agency's health services. The Agency employed 168 graduate 

nurses and midwives, 290 auxiliary nurses and 59 traditional midwives, who 

made an important contribution to the preventive and curative health pro-

grannnes. 

The milk and supplementary feeding programmes were specially directed 

at protecting the nutritional status of the most vulnerable groups, such as 

young cn~ldren, pregnant and lactating women, and tuberculosis patients. 

The objective of the envirorunental sanitation services was to provide basic 

community sanitation in refugee camps, including waste disposal, water supply, 

and insect and rodent control. 
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The Agency was actively encouraging education in the health sciences 

and 386 refugee students currently held Agency university scholarships. 

More than 180 others vlere receiving training in nursing, midwifery, pharmacy 

and similar subjects. 

Despite difficulties, such as the disturbed situation in the Gaza 

strip and Jordan, the health services had been maintained at a reasonably 

satisfactory level during the past year. However, the Agency was extremely 

concerned about its financial position, for the budgetary deficit was 

eroding its working capital reserves. Unless a solution was found, major 

cuts in the programme were inevitable. The Twenty-fourth World Health 

Assembly had requested the Director-General to intensify and expand the 

programme of health assistance to refugees and displaced persons in the 

Middle East to an amount of at least $ 1 000 000 from funds outside the 

regular budget. The Director-General had recently appealed to all Member 

States to contribute funds for this purpose. 

In conclusion, Dr. Sharif expressed his gratitude to all the Governments 

and voluntary organizations that made it possible for the Agency to carry 

ouc its important task. 

Dr. ~, Representative of the Inte~national Dental Federation, 

said that in recent years dental health projects had received little attention 

in the Region. He stressed that dental hygiene was the key to general health 

and that good dental health increased resistance to many other diseases. 

The annual report of the Regional Director contained few references to dellilal 

health programmes. Of morc than 500 projects only two Nerecotlcerned with 

dental activities. There were two priorities in the field of dental health: 

epidemiological surveillance and fluoridation. He expressed the hope that 

more scholarships would become available for dental studies. It was important 

to promote education of the general public in dental hygiene and the free 

distribution of toothbrushos and toothpaste so as to reduce tooth decay and 

the incidence of oral diseases. 
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Dr. DZIRI, Representative of the League of Red Cross Sooieties, 

expressed his gratitude to WHO for inviting the League to participate in its 

work. He stressed the contribution of the League to the organization of 

emergency assistance in the eveTItof natural disasters. With the support of 

the Swedish Red Cross, the L3ague was undertaking a pilot project to set up 

a disaster centre in the Maghreb countries, and the centre would soon be 

operational. 

The League encouraged its member societies to contribute to the solution 

of health problems in theil'. countries. Societies were sometimes given 

responsibility by Governments for the training of first-aiders. In Tunisia 

first-aiders were trained exclusively by the Tunisian Red Crescent Society. 

This training was adapted to the needs of the country; in Tunisia, for 

example, first-aiders were given lifeguard training. Member societies also 

contributed to the training of other health workers, especially nurses. 

They also contributed to the extension of health services by engaging in such 

activities as cholera vaccj.nation, blood collection and the manufacture of 

human sera. 

Dr. FARZA, Representative of the International Federation of Gynaecology 

and Obstetrics, said that his Federation was particularly interested in the 

topic for the Technical Discussions, since it was on the basis of demographic 

growth that health needs and resources were established. He believed that 

the integratj.on of lJaternal and arn.ld health activities would contribute to 

the success of family planning activities. He assured the Sub-Committee of 

the Federation's wilU.Ilgne SOS to co-operate with WHO. 

The CHAIRMAN invHed the Sub-Committee to consider the following draft 

resolution: 

"The Sub~Commi ttee, 

Having heard with interest the statements and reports of 

Representatives of Organizations and AgenCies, 

1. THANKS UNDP, UNICEF and UNRWA and the other Organizations 

for their collaboratjon .dth WHO in health programmes in the Region; 
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2. EXffiESSES its satisfaction with the contintdf,; close co

operation between International Organizations in fields related 

to health. n 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

3. NOMlNATION OF THE REGIONAL DIRECl'OR: Item 7 of the Agenda (Document 
EMjRC21/7 Rev.l) 

The Sub-Committee considered this item in a private meeting. On 

resumption of business in public, the DIRECl'OR-G~, at the request of 

the CHAIRMAN, read the following resolution which had been adopted in the 

private meet:Lng: 

" NOMlNATION OF THE REGIONAL DIRECl'OR 

The Sub-Committee, 

Considering Article 52 of the Constitution, 

1. NOMINATES Dro J\.H. Taba as Regional Director for the Eastern 

Mediterranean; and 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to propose to the Executive 

Board the appointment of Dr. A.H. Taba for a further period of 

five years from 1 September 1972." 

The DIRECl'OR-GENERAL, at the request of the CHAIRMAN, also read the 

following statement, which it had been decided would be included in the 

SUb-Committee's final report: 

n PART VII 

NOMINATION OF THE REGIONAL DIREC'l'OR 

The Chairman annotiilced that the Sub-Committee had taken up 

item 7 of the agenda in private meeting. The Sub-Committee had 

considered Rules 26, 28 and 29 of its Rules of Procedure. In view of 

the fact that there was to be no meeting of Sub-Committee B in 1971, 

the Sub-Committee had concluded that the postal vote provided for in 

Rule 28 was not required. It decided that the foregoing statement 

should be included in its final report. 
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The Sub-Committee then proceeded to vote in accordance with 

Rules 26 and 29 of its Rules of Procedure. The result of that vote was 

the nomination of Dr. A.H. Taba and the adoption of the resolution 

which appears as resolution EM/RC21A;R ••• in Part VI. II 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR expressed his thanks to the representatives, and 

through them their Goverr~ents, for their confidence in him. He looked 

forward to their continued guidance and collaboration. 

The CHAIRMAN once more thanked Dr. Tabaand, on behalf of all 

representatives, expressed full confidence in him. 

4. WNG-TERM PLANNTIlG TIl THE Fmm OF HEALTH, BmNNIAL PROGRAMMING AND 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE EVALUATION PROCESS (LONG-TERM FINANCIAL INDICATORS): 
Item 8(a) of the Agenda (Document EM;RC2lj8); 

RESOr.unONS~F REGIONAL INTEREST .lIDOPl'ED BY THE TWENTY-FOURTH WJRID 
HEALTH ASSEMBLY AND BY THE EXECUTIVE KlAHn ftJ': ITS FDRTY-SEVENTf! AND 
FDRTY-EIGHTH SESSIONS: Item 8(b) of the Agenda (Document EM,IRC2l/9) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR said that document No. 8 summarized the events 

that had occurred sinCE: the last meeting of the Sub-Committee. Document 

No.9 was a list of resolutions passed by the World Health Assembly and 

the Executive Board, since the last meeting of the Sub-Committee, that were 

of interest to the Region. 

Dr. IBRfJiIM (Iraq), drawing attention to the resolutions on assistance 

to displaced persons, noted that these were several months old, and that 

conditions in the occupied territories were still deteriorating. He, 

therefore, proposed a draft resolution in Arablc-on the subject. 

The CHAIRMAN informed members of the Sub-Committee that the text of 

the resolution would be circulated to them as soon as it had been translated. 

Dr. SOUPIKIAN (Iran) said that it was quite obvious that long-term 

planning of the WHO programme, on either the global or the regional level, 

was dependent on the comprehensive formulation of national health plans at 

the national level. The high priority that WHO and the Regional Office had 

given to national health planning, and the emphasis given by the Director-
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General and the Regional Director in their annual repor',s on health planning, 

was fully in line with national objectives, his Government, therefore, whole

heartedly supported it. Today, national health planning was broad in scope. 

It had moved from being an intuitive, spontaneous and subjective projection 

of activities ba~ed on past experience to a much more deliberate, systematic 

and objective process of mobilizing information and organizing resources. 

It was comprehensive not only with respect to the services covered, but also 

in terms of the variables to be considered and the methods to be used. It 

provided a rational basis for, and assisted, national decision-makers in 

deciding how best to use their often limited resources. 

Health planning could be considered effective only to the extent that it 

produced a greater contribution to health status per unit of resources expended 

than would have been achieved in the absence of proper planning. 

The most important role of the health planner was his effort towards 

co-ordination and integration of health activities in the overall basic health 

services. Orily through his leadership could a country achieve balanced 

health development. Unfortunately, this was not always achieved. The 

tendency to develop separate, unco-ordinated programmcs had creatcd a real 

problem in the development of a sound network of basic health services. 

In order to influence the quality of health planning it was necessary 

to train health planners. Two years ago an inter-Regional training course on 

health and manpower planning had been offered in Teheran; this course had 

been organized by WHO in association with the Ministry of Health of Iran, 

the School of Public Health at the University of Teheran, and the Institute 

of National Planning in Cairo. The purpose of the course was to give 

participants an intensive exposure to health p1armng concepts and processes, 

including their relationship to overall socio-economic development. The 

main objectives of the course were (1) to explain the importance of health 

planning as an integral part of overall planning for economic and social 

development, (2) to identify the conceptual, procedural, political and 

strategic elements of planning, and (3) to develop sldl.ls in the planning 
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process by the use of case studies. It had been hoped that the participants 

would be motivated, to improve the quality of their planning and to obtain 

further training and experience. It was assumed that the participants would 

be public health officials working full time in health planning units at a 

central or a provisional level, sanitary engineers in administrative posts 

and nursing administrators in the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean 

and African regions who had little or no formal training in planning. In 

fact, however, the participants had included health educators, nurses and 

surgeons. 

A similar type of planning course was to be held in the coming November 

in Teheran, organized by the Regional Office in association with the Ministry 

of Health of Iran and the same institutions that had collaborated in the 

earlier course. The course was planned for health officers with comparable 

backgrounds and experience. They looked forward to receiving participants 

from all member countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

Drawing attention to page '5 of Document EMI1l.c2lI8 relating to the complexity 

of establishing financial indGatol's for health progranJUes, he fJaid that this 

problem had been solved in Iran. After the planning period, the budget was trans

ferred to the routine budget. The planning organization was a single authority 

that planned the budget a system that gave a total picture of investment 

rather than one of only capital investment. 

Dr. VASSIIDR),UI.oS (Cyprus) remarked that long-term planning had been 

discussed several times previously by the Sub-Committee, the World 'Health 

Assembly and the Executive Board. The recommendations of the Committee of 

Experts to ,examine the finances of the United Nations and its Agencies were 

that the planning of programmes should be more precise, should be more far

sighted, and should be better related to financial aspects. For the purposes 

of long-term plartdng and the establishment of financial indicators it was 

necessary (a) that the projection of programmes be extended over a period of 

five or ten years, (b) that such statements include a consideration of the 

advantages and disadvantages of alternative ways of achieving a given goal, 

and (c) that the financial costs be related to the expected specific programme 
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achievements. There ~las urgent need for substantial improvement in national 

health planning procedure, in the accuracy of programming practices, and in 

precise knowledge of the effect of activities on health situation. To 

facilitate national health administrations to formulate long-term planning 

programmes, WHO had established post-graduate courses and an Institute of 

Health Planning was functioning in Cairo. Long-term planning of WHO 

activities depended largely on planning at the national level. Consequently, 

without precise planning by countries of the Region, it was not possible for 

WHO to establish its own programme and financial projections for assisting 

countries over a period of five or ten years. Such long-term planning by 

countries of the Region was either missing or inadequate, making the establish

ment of financial indicators by WHO a difficult task. 

Dr. HIJAZI (Jordan) said that he supported the draft resolution on 

refugees offered by the representative of Iraq. 

Dr. REFAI (Kuwait) said that the occupying authorities had pursued the 

same policy in spite of all the resolutions that had been passed by the 

World Health Assembly. Activities such as the destruction of homes affected 

the mental and physical health of the people. He, therefore, supported the 

draft resolution of the representative of Iraq. 

Dr. ANOlJTI (Lebanon) remarked that it was regrettable that the 

humanistic problem of the refugees situation could not be separated from its 

political aspects. Countries of the Region had always insisted that their 

only concern was the health and welfare of the refugees, but they had failed 

to convince other Member countries of their intentions. He supported the 

draft resolution of the representative of Iraq, but wished to make it clear 

that his concern was the human aspect of the refugee problem. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he felt it to be his duty to draw 

attention to a note verbale he had circulated under reference C.L. 20.1971, 

to all Members and Associate Members on 30 June 1971, and to the following 

letter, which accompanied it, from the International Committee of the Red 

Cross: 
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I~ have the honour to inform you that the Int3rnational Committee 

of the Red Cross has just taken cognizance of the resolution of the 

Twenty-fourth World Health Assembly concerning health assistance to 

refugees and displaced persons in the Middle East (WHA24.33). 

liThe International Committee has observed in particular that 

the Assembly, after having noted that 'the occupying authorities 

bar the distribution of medicaments by the International Committee 

of the Red Cross to the inhabitants of the Occupied Territories', 

calls upon Israel to refrain from any interference with the 

activities of the International Committee of the Red Cross in the 

Occupied Territories'. 

"In this connexion, we deem it advisable to make clear that 

despite a few difficulties 'Thich it has generally been possible to 

overcome, the International Committee of the Red Cross has been able 

to import, since the conflict of June 1967, several thousands of 

tons of relief supplies of various kinds into the territories occupied 

by Israel. These supplies have been distributed by the competent 

authorities to the necessitous population in accordance with needs 

ascertained by ICRC delegates. The latter hav8 be8n given all 

necessary information on the use of the supplies and have been able 

to be present at their distribution. 

"In regard to the general conditions under which the International 

Committee can exercise its humanitarian mission in the occupied 

territories, these have been described in tho reports at our activities 

published on this subject so that ~Te shall not revert to the matter 

here. 

liThe International Committee regrets that i:ts position as concerns 

this question can no longer be communicated to the World Health Assembly. 

However, it would be grateful if, employing whatever procedure you 

consider appropriate, you could bring the text of this letter to the 

notice of the Members of the World Health Organization." 
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The CHAIRMAN called attention to the following draft resolution, which 

had just been-distributed to Members of the Sub-Committee: 

I~he Sub-Committee, 

Having reviewed the documents on Long-term Financial Indicators 

submitted by the Regional Director; 

Bearing in mind resolution WHA22.53 of the Twenty-second World 

Health Assembly and the suggestion from the Director-General to 

the Forty-seventh Session of the Executive Board; 

.'gr8eing with the importance attached to 'the introduction of 

a programme method wl1ich woule' enable all inputs from the United 

Nations Development System to be programmed comprehensively at one 

time in a programme corresponding to the needs and the duration of 

each coUntry's national development plan'; 

Recognizing that long-term planning of health programmes in the 

countries is essential for estimating the financial, manpower and 

technical inputs, 

1. URGES Governments of the Region to continue to improve their 

planning procedures, systems of financial management and financial 

disciplines; 

2. RE~UESTS the Regional Director to assist Governments, in 

collaboration with other Specialized Agencies and through participation 

in country programmingexero:l.ses, in preparing long-term plans and 

projections which reflect the ascertained needs of the Governments 

for international ass1stance and for their national health development 

plana. " 

Decision: Tl1e draft resolution was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN, referring to document No.9 fResolutions of Regional 

Interest adopted by the Twenty-foL~th World Health Assembly and by the 

Executive Board at its. Forty-seventh and Forty-eighth SessiOns", then read 

the follo,'lin[l draft resolution for the consideration of the Sub-Committee: 
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"The Sub-Committee, 

Having reviewed the document submitted by the Regional 

Director drawing attention to resolutions of regional interest 

adopted by the Twenty-fourth ,"orld Health Assembly and the 

Executive Board at its Forty-seventh and Forty-eighth Sessions, 

TAKES NOTE of the contents of these resolutions." 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

The REGIONAL DIREaIOR, at the request of the CHAIRMAN, read the 

following English text of the draft resolution which had been proposed 

by the representative of Iraq: 

"The Sub-Committee, 

Having heard the statements of the representatives of Member 

States and the report given by the Director of UNRWA Health 

Department; 

Considering the text of resolution WHA24.32 and WHA24.33; 

Regretting the continuation by the occupying authorities of 

the violation of basic human rights and the non-execution of decisions 

by previous sessions of this Sub-Committee and by the Twenty-second, 

Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth ldorld Health Assemblies which related 

to health conditions of refugees and displaced persons; 

Noting that the above calls for implementation of Article 7 of 

the "1HO Constitution, 

1. REAFFIRMS its confirmation of Assembly resolutions iJHA24.32 

and \>JHA24.33 and requests their implementation; 

2. REQUESTS the forthcoming Horld Health Assembly to look into the 

question of implementation of Article 7 of the ;mo Constitution; 

3. EXPRESSES its appreciation and thanks to the Director-General and 

the Director of Health of UNRHA for all assistance and efforts extended 

to the refugees and displaced persons in the area." 

The DIREaIOR-GENERAL pointed out that Article 7 was invoked only for 

financial reasons. 
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Dr. IBRAHIM (Iraq) replied that the World Health :.ssembly had. already 

applied this Article under similar circumstances with regard to South 

Africa, anc'. tills "had not been a financial matter. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, apologizing to Dr. Ibrahim, said that in the 

case of South Africa the matterhzid been one of racial discrimination. What 

concerned him ~las the insertion into the resolution of something that would 

have no practical result. 

Dr. ABnEL HADI (Libya), supporting Dr. Ibrahim with respect to 

Article 1, said that legal opinion had been sought. The opinion had been 

that any action of man having an effect on the health of man could validly 

be covered by Article 7. In his opinion, the violation of human rights in 

the occupied territories posed a threat to health. He did not think that 

the condition of persons living in occupied territories differed from that 

of persons who were racially segregated. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that he was taking no part in the 

discussion of tho substance of the resolution. His only concern was the 

practical effect of what was put on paper. Any resolution that required 

implementation should be one that it was possible to implement. 

"<t the request of Mr. de OONNEOORSE (France), who pointed out that 

the French text of the resolution Ims not yet available, a decision on the 

resolution was postponed. 

5. OTHER BUSINESS: Item 13 of the Agenda 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR suggested that, to save time, some of the points 

under item 13 of the Agenda be considered now. One of these was the place 

of the next meeting. During previous meetings the Sub-Committee had 

decided to meet in Jordan in 1972 and in Syria in 1973. 

Dr. RJ'-J>TZI (Syria) said that he had the honour to confirm his Government's 

invitation to meet in Syria in 1973. 

Dr. HIJAZI (Jordan) said that he confirmed his Government r s invitation 

to hold the 1972 meeting in Amman. 
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The REGIONAL DIRECl'OR then referred to Rule 47 of the Rules of 

Procedure and said that it was not necessary for Sub-Committee A to 

designate a representative in accordance with Rule 47, in view of the fact 

that it was not possible for Sub-Committee B to meet this year. 

6.· ANNUAL REEQRT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECl'OR TO THE TWENTY-FIRST SESSION OF 
THE REGIONAL COMMITl'EE: STATEMENTS AND REEQRI'S BY REPRESENTATIVES OF 
MEMBER STATES: Item 5 of the Agenda (Document EMjRC21/2) (resumed) 

The REGIONAL DIRECl'OR, at the request of the CHAIRMAN, read the 

following amendod portions of the draft resolution on the subject: 

The last sentence of the preamble to read as follows: 

"Not1Dg 1<ith regret the adverse effects of the unsettled 

situation an some \'/HO programmes in the Region;" 

Operative paragraph I to read as follows: 

"l. ENDORSES the need to increase hoalth manpower and technological 

resources; and to raise tho standard of services in the field of 

health through better intGgration of various health activities into 

basic health services and improved epidemiological information and better 

planning, implementation and evaluation of health programmes; and to 

redress any imbalance bet1180n national population growth ratos and the 

rates of socio-economic development;" 

Operative paragraph 4 to read as follows: 

"4. REQ.UESTS the Regional Director to continue to report on the 

extent that the unsettled situations affect the programmes of the 

World Health Organization in the Region." 

Decision The draft resolution was adopted as amended. 

The meeting rose at 2.00 p.m. 


